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QUALITY IS NEVER AN ACCIDENT

I. Introduction
   · Quality is never an accident.

II. What pieces are significant to YOU?
   · Do you remember:
     i. A piece that impacted you in middle school, high school, or college?
     ii. The most rewarding piece you have ever performed?
     iii. The first instrumental piece you purchased and listened to incessantly?

III. Insights on the importance of choosing quality repertoire
   · “...for only through immersion in music of lasting quality can we engage in aesthetic experiences of breadth and depth.” - H. Robert Reynolds

IV. Elements of a quality composition
   · Using the artist merit check list to identify:
     i. Technique
     ii. Craftsmanship
     iii. Artistry

V. Score Study
   · Using an organized process to acquire an overview of the compositions.

VI. Ensemble Score Analysis
   · Tool used quickly identify salient features of a composition.

VII. Representative pieces
   · Examples of wind band, string orchestra, full orchestra pieces for the middle and high school levels

VIII. Programming - The Next Step
   · Synthesizing collected information to create balanced programs.

IX. What does this mean for our students?
   · Creating “aesthetic experiences of breadth and depth.”
I. Technical characteristics
- The piece contains varying elements of music theory
  - Key and Tonal Center
  - Meter
  - Harmonic Palette/Chord Function
- The piece has musicological importance
  - Historical Background
  - Form
  - Style
  - Innovative
- The piece contains appropriate demands on musicianship
  - For the entire ensemble
  - For individual sections
  - For soloist
- The piece contains multiple elements of craftsmanship
  - Is it structured with a logical form?
  - Does the piece include development?
    - Melodic development
    - Rhythmic development
    - Harmonic development
  - Is the orchestration appropriate?
    - Does the orchestration contain variety?
    - Is there melodic content in a variety of instrument sections?
  - Is the piece unpredictable?

II. Artistic characteristics
- The piece contains opportunities for musical judgment
  - For the players?
  - For the conductor?
- The piece intends to be evocative
  - Is it programmatic or impressionistic?
  - Is it derivative or does it relate to another art form?
  - Is it abstract?
- The piece intends to be sincere
  - What was the intent?
  - What is the piece trying to be?
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I. Technical characteristics

- The piece contains varying elements of music theory
  Key and Tonal Center
  Meter
  Harmonic Palette/Chord Function
- The piece has musicological importance
  Historical Background
  Form
  Style
  Innovative
- The piece contains appropriate demands on musicianship
  For the entire ensemble
  For individual sections
  For the soloist(s)
- The piece contains multiple elements of craftsmanship
  Is it structured with a logical form?
  Does the piece include development?
    Melodic development
    Rhythmic development
    Harmonic development
  Is the orchestration appropriate?
  Does the orchestration contain variety?
  Is there melodic content in a variety of instrument sections?
  Is the piece unpredictable?

II. Artistic characteristics

- The piece contains opportunities for musical judgment
  For the players?
  For the conductor?
- The piece intends to be evocative
  Is it programmatic or impressionistic?
  Is it derivative or does it relate to another art form?
  Is it abstract?
- The piece intends to be sincere
  What was the intent?
  What is the piece trying to be?